Community Kindness Gratefully Acknowledged

We are deeply grateful to the following individuals, businesses, and organizations for their commitment to the charitable needs of the community. Those listed below have contributed to one or more of the Foundation’s funds during the First Quarter of 2016.

Community Foundation Administrative Endowment Fund

The income from this fund supports the administrative activities of the Foundation.

- AmazonSmile Foundation
- Anonymous Contributor
- Dale and Mary Berman
- Robert and Mary O’Connor
- Neal and Mary Clark Ormond
  
  In honor of Sharon Streddle for all the wonderful contributions she has made to the Foundation over the years
- Gerald & Mary Ellen Palmer
- The Voice
- Don Weber

Community Foundation General Fund

This fund is a reserve fund that helps to supplement the Foundation’s grantmaking & scholarship activity.

- Roger and Patricia Anderson
- Else Bruch
  
  In honor of Adrina Arle on her 100th birthday

Community Foundation Memorial Endowment Fund

The following contributions were received as memorials or recognitions for placement in the Foundation’s Memorial Fund. The income from this fund is awarded to non-profit organizations serving the health-related needs of area citizens.

- Anne C. Aischuler
  
  In memory of Beatrice “Bea” Connor

Community Foundation Permanent Endowment Fund

The income from this fund is allocated as grants to assist the charitable needs of area non-profit organizations.

- Jack and Ramona Augustine
- Craig and Karen Johnson
- Bob and Lynne Mattingly
- Rosalie Katz McLaughlin
  
  In memory of Rebecca McCurdy Woods
- Dolores J. Miklosik
- Robert and Mary O’Connor
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Donor Advised Funds

Donor Advised Funds are charitable reserves that enable donors to suggest distributions at a future time to assist the newly identified or emergency needs of their favorite charities, subject to Foundation approval.

Nicholas R. Albers Memorial Advisory Fund

- Edward and Carolyn Albers
- In memory of Nicholas Albers
- Joseph and Leslie DiFiglio
- In memory of Ruth L. Butcher
- Nancy M. McCaul
- In memory of Ruth L. Butcher
- John and Debi Suchy
  In memory of Ruth L. Butcher

Beds for Kids Fund

- The Casey and O'Connor Families
  In memory of Bill Mills
- Marty and Carol Chlystek
  In memory of Bill Mills
- The Mills Family
  In memory of William Mills
- Jim and Amy Viola
  In memory of Bill Mills

Mary S. Bertolini Hope Fund

- Michael Abrahamson
  In memory of Irene Abrahamson
- William and Ruthann Barbel
  In memory of Mary Bertolini
- V. Gregory and Grace M. McKnight
  In honor of The McKnight-Guerrieri Families in the Spirit of Christmas
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For Scout Foundation
- Bartlett High School Girl's Swim Team
- Michael and Carla Bragg
- Jay and Amanda Carlson
- In memory of Scout Cantrell
- Stacey Carriker
- Suzanne Delaney
- Beverly Jass
- In memory of Scout Cantrell
- Jean Joyce
- In honor of Scout Cantrell
- Kimer's Ice Cream
- Robin F. Lewis
- Mandelbaum Salsburg P.C.
- Linda Mumford
- St. Charles North High School Boy's Swim Team

Laatz Family Foundation
- Ted and Abby Laatz

Mayor Albert D. & Mary Ann McCoy Advisory Endowment Fund
- Scott and Kelly McCleary
- In memory of Albert D. McCoy
- Edward and Sharon Stredde
- In memory of Albert D. McCoy

Norris Fund for the Arts
- Sterling E. Ainsworth
- Anonymous Contributor
- In memory of Marjorie Smith

Gregory J. Probst Advisory Fund
- Gregory J. Probst

S & L Advisory Fund
- Anonymous Contributor

Woman's Club of Aurora Advisory Endowment Fund
- Susan Ann Burroway
- In memory of Venice Reid
- Woman's Club of Aurora
- In memory of Erna Ward
- Woman's Club of Aurora
- In memory of Martha Lewis
- Woman's Club of Aurora
- In memory of Mary Blasing
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Scholarship Funds

Scholarship Funds provide assistance to area students furthering their education beyond the secondary school level.

Nicholas R. Albers Memorial Scholarship Fund
Barb and Rich Conti

Aurora Area Retired Teachers’ Association Scholarship Endowment Fund
Aurora Area Retired Teachers’ Association
In memory of Richard Harrison
Jim and Clare Toynton
In memory of Richard Harrison

Aurora Hispanic Heritage Advisory Board Fund
Jose and Adoracion Castellanos
Commonwealth Edison Company
Bonnie Tilton Sebby
In honor of Dee Nila Basile

Aurora Rotary Lyle E. Oncken Scholarship Endowment Fund
Aurora Rotary Club Foundation

Mary Hogan Bencini Memorial Scholarship Fund
Joan C. Hogan
In memory of Mary Hogan Bencini

Community Foundation Alumni Scholarship Endowment Fund
Lois M. Jornlin
Honorable Maureen A. Skerda

Doebert Family Scholarship Fund in Memory of Edward E. Doebert
Diane L. Chapman
In memory of Dolores J. Doebert
Jack M. Gengler
In memory of Dolores J. Doebert
Scott Robowski
John and Barbara Schramer
In memory of Dolores J. Doebert
Mary A. Seegers
In memory of Dolores J. Doebert
West Suburban Retired IEA/NEA

Eagle Scout Scholarship Endowment Fund
Mary V. Streit
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Sandy Erxleben Memorial Scholarship Fund
Kay Peters
   In honor of Mary Frazer

August W. Fischer, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Connie and Bill Fornal
   In memory of Art and Delores Fischer
Carrie Pontrelli
   In celebration of Julie Bromann

Marilyn A. & William J. Foote Scholarship Endowment Fund
Nancy A. Mickelson

Louis R. Forte Music Scholarship Fund
Connie and Bill Fornal
   In memory of Louis R. Forte
Greg Probst
   In memory of Louis R. Forte
Vennetta Switzer

Philip Bennett Foxgrover Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
David and Marsha Foxgrover

Dr. & Mrs. C.L. Gardner Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Judy and Phil Livengood

Colonel Sidney Ginsberg Scholarship Endowment Fund
Ivan C. Johnson

Goldsmith Family Endowment Fund
Bruce and Margot Goldsmith

Jerry Hart Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Dr. Ron and Mary Banaszak
   In memory of Dr. Gerald "Jerry" J. Poliks
Judy Hart Rhoads

Urban & Margaret Hipp Family Endowment Fund
Dave and Sandy Hipp

Dr. J. William & Arline Hoban Family Fund
Michael and Nancy Hoban
   In celebration of Christmas 2015
Sarah Hoban and Mitch Walker
   In honor of Arline Hoban on her birthday
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- **The Italian-American Mutual Aid Society of Aurora, Illinois Scholarship Endowment Fund**
  - Barb Ferrelli Delorto
    - *In loving memory of Tony Ferrelli and his service to the Italian-American Society*

- **Knights of Columbus Matt Draper Scholarship Fund**
  - Columbus Club of Oswego, Inc.
  - Knights of Columbus Matt Draper Scholarship Committee

- **Ralph & Alice Kramp Scholarship Endowment Fund in Memory of Randy Kramp**
  - Joseph Ulie
    - *In memory of Brandon and Austin Ulie*

- **Richard J. & Irma E. Larson Scholarship Fund**
  - Richard J. and Irma E. Larson

- **Michael David McGrath Scholarship Endowment Fund**
  - Michael and Annette Hernandez
  - Martha Hammond and Martin Kissane

- **Fred & Barb Miller Scholarship Endowment Fund**
  - Geri M. Galli
    - *In memory of Charlene O'Neill*

  - Martha Voorhees
    - *In memory of Tom Boyd, Alyce & Hank Boyd, and Robert Nelson*

- **Neal & Margery Ray Ormond Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund**
  - Frances M. Bond
    - *In memory of Neal and Margery Ormond*
  - Sharon Stredde
    - *In loving memory of Neal Ormond on the anniversary of his birthday*

- **Marvin F. & Geraldine E. Pilmer Scholarship Endowment Fund**
  - Geraldine E. Pilmer Family Trust

- **Marvin F. & Geraldine E. Pilmer Scholarship Fund**
  - Janet S. Craft
    - *In memory of Geraldine E. "Gerri" Pilmer*
  - Marlene S. Dunn
    - *In memory of Geraldine E. "Gerri" Pilmer*
  - Robert and Mary O'Connor
    - *In memory of Geraldine E. "Gerri" Pilmer*
  - Geraldine E. Pilmer Estate
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Roots/Pauly Memorial Scholarship Endowment Fund
Karen J. Helm

Brian Weiland Instrumental Music Camp Endowment Fund
Craig and Darlene Morgan

Designated Funds

The following Designated Funds were established to support specific organizations or areas of interest.

A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools Administrative Endowment Fund
Fred and Linda Lemmerhirt
In memory of Richard Harrison

A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools Fund
Anonymous Contributor
Artlip and Sons, Inc.
Aurora Housing Authority
Aurora Metals Division, L.L.C.
Aurora University
Linda and Peter Barber
In memory of Virginia and William Spix
Judith E. Bunch
Centene Management Company LLC
City of Aurora
Cordogan Clark & Associates
Crowe Horwath LLP
Jane L. Davis
Designated for the Jefferson Middle School/Senior Citizen Breakfast & Band Concert
Dunham Fund
Dr. Sherry R. Eagle
In celebration of Mrs. Roseanne Fischoff of the West Aurora High School Class of 1995 and designated for the West Aurora School District video project
Fox Valley Building Trades
Allan and Marilyn Freedy
In memory of Kurt Buschbacher
Jennifer L. Herman
Gary and Mary Jewel
Designated for the West Aurora School District video project
Kirhofer's Sports
Kiwanis Club of Aurora, Illinois
Old Second National Bank
Oracle Corporation
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Neal and Mary Clark Ormond
  Designated for the Hall School Girls Club in 2016
Neal and Mary Clark Ormond
  Designated for the Jefferson Middle School/Senior Citizen Breakfast & Band Concert
Neal and Mary Clark Ormond
  Designated for the West Aurora School District video project
Painters District Council No. 30 LMIDF
Pike Systems, Inc.
Raphael Podolsky
Robbins Schwartz
Calvin and Nancy Ross
  In memory of Walter P. Smith for his 66th birthday
Ross Mechanical Group, Inc.
Hylida Y. Smith
  In memory of Walter P. Smith for his 66th birthday
Amy and Stuart Upson
  In memory of Walter P. Smith
The Vaya Group, Inc.
Frank and Charlotte Voris
  Designated for the West Aurora School District video project
Frank and Charlotte Voris
  In memory of Dr. John "Daniel" McKnight
Brent and Jean Wadsworth
  Designated for the West Aurora School District video project
Whitt Law LLC

A+ Foundation for West Aurora Schools Reading Endowment Fund
Ray and Mavis Anderson
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Mike and Sue Arbizzani
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Suzanne Ellis
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Cathy Foster
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Phyllis J. Fox
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Rodney and Dannis Gatenby
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Bill and Ginny Johannessen
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Bruce F. Kammenzind
Bob and Randi Ochsenschlager
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Barb Olin and Ellen Neupert
  In memory of Virginia Spix
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Neal and Mary Clark Ormond  
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Michael and Ann Oros
Michael and Nancy Pehan
Bob and Pat Skeels  
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Jay Spix  
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Robert Spix  
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Virginia Spix Estate
Jim and Clare Toynton  
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Bob and Toni Vaughan  
  In memory of Virginia Spix
Ralph and Linda Voris  
  In memory of Virginia Spix

Association for Individual Development Fund
  Carol Winkle

Aurora Police Foundation Fund
  Geneva Construction Company
  Scott and Lisa Roscoe

Aurora Veterans Advisory Council Fund
  Artlip and Sons, Inc.
  Boilermakers Local One
  City of Aurora
  DuPage County Building & Construction Trades Council
  Fox Valley Building Trades
  Fox Valley Credit Union
  Friends of Linda Chapa LaVia
  Heat & Frost Insulators & Allied Workers Local 17
  I.B.E.W. Local No. 461
  Konen Insurance Agency, Inc.
  Laborers’ International Union of North America Local 582
  J. Meyer & Associates Inc.
  Nedrow Decorating Inc.
  George Pearce Company
  Gina M. Santori
  Sprinkler Fitters Local Union No. 281

Batavia Arts Council Fund
  Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign  
    On behalf of Michael Katz
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**Batavia Public Library Foundation Fund**
- Eugene E. and Jeneva E. Becket
- Suzanne Campbell
- Craig A. and Kathleen R. Copper
- Martha Gimnig
- Lawrence and Kathleen Gunderson
- Ann L. Larson
- Helen J. Larson
- Elly D. Lawrence
  *In memory of Helga Dammann*
- Masus Financial Group, Ltd.
- William C. Miller III
- Betty B. Moorehead
- Rick and Anne Veague
- Bryan A. and Lori A. Wood

**East Aurora GreenLab Fund**
- Roy and Cindy Gloria
- Chris Heath
- Randolph W. Lange, PhD
- Kathy Richmond
  *In honor of J.W. Gates Elementary School*
- Scott Robowski
- Fred Rodgers Magnet Academy
- Paula Tiz
- Catherine C. Veal
  *In honor of Angela King Rowley*

**Friends of Aurora Animal Control & Care Fund**
- Richard and Joanne Bales
- Betty Ann Brancato
- Staff of the Community Foundation of the Fox River Valley
  *In memory of Murphy, beloved dog of The Jeff and Erin Hartman Family*
- Liz Copeland
- Monika Darfler
- Timothy and Barbara Olin

**Friends of Phillips Park Fund**
- City of Aurora

**Melvin & Irene Goldman Endowment Fund for the Arts**
- SENDing Support Charitable Foundation
- Twelve Twenty-One Fund

**Wayne & Karin Greenawalt Family Fund**
- Wayne and Karin Greenawalt
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Holy Angels Food Pantry Fund
   Alfred Bersted Foundation
       Designated to provide much needed food support in Kane County

John R. Jaros Fund for the Aurora Historical Society
   Greg Probst
       In celebration of John R. Jaros’ birthday

Kane County Fit For Kids Fund
   Seventh-Day Adventist Church of Elgin

Ruth Ann Little & Family Designated Fund
   Ruth Ann Little

Robert & Patricia Michels Family Endowment Fund
   David and Linda Michels

Operation Snowball - Greater Fox River Valley Fund
   Kane County Teachers Credit Union
   Jack and Eileen Miller
       In celebration of Operation Snowball Staff
   Scott Robowski
       In honor of Charla Waxman

Our Savior Lutheran Church Endowment Fund in Honor of Reverend Arlan & Delores Brandt
   Sharon and Ed Stredde
       In memory of Dorothy Wolfe

Phillips Park Zoosociety Fund
   Zorica, Jordan, and Maja Jankovic
       Designated for the needs of the animals at Phillips Park Zoo
   Owen Wavrinek
   The Wons Family

SciTech Endowment Fund
   David M. Berg

Smashing Walnuts Foundation Fund
   Richard M. Cooper
       Congratulations to Eric Cantor’s Team and their worthwhile endeavor

Sharon Stredde Administrative Endowment Fund
   Duncan M. Alexander
   Roger and Patricia Anderson
       In honor of Sharon Stredde’s 30 years of service
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Taking Back Our Community Fund
Marce Phillips Armstrong
Bionic Temple 1296 IBPOE of W
Colby L. Carter
City of Aurora

TriCity Family Services Endowment Fund
TriCity Family Services, Inc.

University of Illinois Extension Kane County Unit Fund
Kane County Extension Education Center Association

Village of Gilberts Community Days Fund
A & A Cartage, Inc.
James and Megan Campbell Barnitz
Braasch Automotive
CalAtlantic Group, Inc.
Elgin Community College
Elgin Recycling, Inc.
Genoas Italian Concession Inc.
Gilberts Development LLC
Gilberts Mobil
Louis and Gayle Hacker
Knights of Columbus
Robert R. Marrow
NIMEC
PirTano Construction Company, Inc.
Rods Shop

West Aurora Art Heritage & Education Fund
Mary Reuland

West Aurora High School Class of 1956 Endowment Fund
Judy Gardner Livengood

West Aurora High School Fund in Memory of Richard J. Dorsey
Craig and Karen Johnson
In memory of Richard J. Dorsey

West Aurora High School Library Endowment Fund
Frank K. Voris

Lewis E. & Doris M. Whitt Memorial Endowment Fund
Stuart and Rebecca Whitt
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Richard & Carole Wyatt Endowment Fund
Neal Ormond III
In memory of Irving Converse